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Improved performance in CAPRI round 37 using LZerD docking
and template-based modeling with combined scoring functions
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Abstract
We report our group’s performance for protein-protein complex structure prediction and scoring
in Round 37 of the Critical Assessment of PRediction of Interactions (CAPRI), an objective assessment of protein-protein complex modeling. We demonstrated noticeable improvement in both
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prediction and scoring compared to previous rounds of CAPRI, with our human predictor group
near the top of the rankings and our server scorer group at the top. This is the first time in CAPRI
that a server has been the top scorer group. To predict protein-protein complex structures, we
used both multi-chain template-based modeling (TBM) and our protein-protein docking program,
LZerD. LZerD represents protein surfaces using 3D Zernike descriptors (3DZD), which are based
on a mathematical series expansion of a 3D function. Because 3DZD are a soft representation of
the protein surface, LZerD is tolerant to small conformational changes, making it well suited to
docking unbound and TBM structures. The key to our improved performance in CAPRI Round 37
was to combine multi-chain TBM and docking. As opposed to our previous strategy of performing
docking for all target complexes, we used TBM when multi-chain templates were available and
docking otherwise. We also describe the combination of multiple scoring functions used by our
server scorer group, which achieved the top rank for the scorer phase.
KEYWORDS
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1 | INTRODUCTION

objective, community-wide evaluation, the Critical Assessment of
Prediction of Interactions (CAPRI),4 was established in 2001.5 Since

Detailed, atomic-level structures of protein-protein complexes are cru-

then, >120 targets have been released for prediction. Our group has

cial for understanding the many biological processes mediated by

participated in CAPRI since 2009, participating in rounds 18–24 and

protein-protein interactions. Despite the importance, the majority of

26–39.6 The core of our prediction pipeline is a protein-protein

protein-protein complex structures remain unsolved by experimental

docking program named LZerD7–11 developed in our group. LZerD rep-

techniques such as X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy,

resents protein surfaces using 3D Zernike descriptors (3DZD),8,12,13

in large part because such methods are difficult and resource-intensive.

which are based on a mathematical series expansion of a 3D function.

Computational protein complex modeling complements experimental

The 3DZD comprise a soft representation of the protein surface shape,

techniques by producing structure models of protein-protein com-

making LZerD more tolerant to the conformational change that occurs

plexes. A substantial number of protein-protein complexes can be mod-

on binding than similar shape-based docking methods.

eled using template-based modeling (TBM) or protein docking. Protein

In this work, we summarize our group’s performance in Round 37

docking uses the tertiary structure of single proteins, which have much

of CAPRI. Our performance improved compared to previous rounds of

better structural coverage than protein complexes as well as higher

CAPRI6 for both the predictor phase, in which we create models of a

availability of single-chain templates for TBM.1–3 Many computational

protein-protein complex, and the scorer phase, in which we re-rank the

protein complex modeling methods have been developed, and an

models of all predictors. Our human predictor group was among the
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program and ranked using knowledge-based scoring functions. Prior to
submission, for models from both TBM and docking, we rebuild the
side-chains and relax the models using molecular dynamics to reduce
atomic clashes. We will describe the shared steps of the pipeline, outlined in Figure 1, and then discuss the differences between the groups.

2.2 | Multi-chain TBM
The sequences for all query proteins were input into HHPred14 to
search for templates. In the case of homo-oligomers, a candidate template was used if the number of chains in its biological unit matched
the number of chains provided by the organizers. In the case of heterooligomers, a candidate template was used if it was a hit for all sequences and had the correct number of chains. A hit was defined as a template that was found within top 10 ranks in a HHPred search and has
at least a sequence identity of 10%. Most of the templates found had
Outline of predictor procedure. Filled boxes indicate
procedures used only by the human group. First, the target
sequence(s) are input into HHPred. If a multi-chain template is
found, MODELLER is used to create complex models. Otherwise,
single-chain models are created with MODELLER, which are used
as input to LZerD docking. The docking poses produced by LZerD
are chosen using the sum of ranks of three knowledge-based scoring functions: DFIRE, GOAP, and ITScorePro. The human predictor
group has two differences: first, CASP Stage 2 server models are
used as input to either MODELLER or LZerD; second, literature
information is used to inform docking and/or model selection

FIGURE 1

>30% sequence identity to the query. If an appropriate multi-chain
template was found, it was used to create a model of the complex with
MODELLER.15 Table 1 lists whether each target was modeled using
TBM or docking. If no multi-chain template could be found, singlechain models were created and docking was performed (described
in more detail below). Table S1 lists the multi-chain templates and
single-chain templates used for each target.

2.3 | Protein-protein docking with LZerD
To dock protein complexes, we use LZerD, a pairwise protein-protein

best performing and our server scorer group reached the top rank,
which is the first time a server group has been the top ranked scorer.
We identified two major changes that led to our improved predictions.
First and foremost, we found that we missed several easy cases in the
previous CASP/CAPRI round, Round 30.6 Concretely, out of 25 targets
assessed in Round 30, seven targets we missed were classified as easy
homodimers by the assessors.4 Thus, for Round 37, we used multichain TBM for many targets, leading to several medium quality models
and even one achieving high quality. In addition, we streamlined the
docking and scoring procedure used when no multi-chain template was
found. The use of both TBM and docking was central to our improved
performance. For the scorer phase, our server group applied a straightforward combination of multiple scores to achieve the top rank.

docking program developed in our lab.7–9,11 LZerD represents the surface shape of a protein using 3DZD,8,12,13 based on a mathematical
series expansion of a 3D function (in this case, the protein surface).
The 3DZD are a soft representation of the surface shape, which confers tolerance to the conformational changes associated with binding.
In our earlier study, LZerD was shown to have superior performance to
other shape-based docking methods on unbound docking.7 Proteinprotein docking with LZerD involves creating patches on the surface of
each input protein and then matching the patches between two proteins. To create patches, points are evenly spread on the surface of the
protein and 3DZD are computed for the sphere centered at each point.
In addition, the surface normal is computed for each point. Matching
patches between the receptor and ligand proteins are found using
geometric hashing. Each pair of matching patches is evaluated using a

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Predictor procedure

shape score, which consists of four terms: the correlation of the 3DZD
vectors, the angle between the surface normals, the buried surface
area, and the excluded volume (representing atomic clash). Patch
pairs with a good shape score are used to create tens to hundreds of

The Kihara lab has two CAPRI groups, the Kihara human predictor

thousands of candidate docking poses, which can be further evaluated

group and the LZerD server predictor group. For Round 37 of CAPRI,

using other scoring functions.

the prediction procedure we used in CAPRI 306 was modified in

The docking poses produced by LZerD were ranked using the

several ways. Because we missed several easy homodimer cases in

LZerD shape score, then the top 20,000 were clustered with an RMSD

Round 30, we used TBM for complexes when applicable, rather than

cutoff of 4.0 Å. Next, the number of clusters was further reduced to

just for single chains. The overall procedure is to check for multi-chain

9999 using the shape score. Rather than the pre-filtering process used

templates and use multi-chain TBM if possible. Otherwise, single chains

in CAPRI Round 30,6 all cluster centers were scored using DFIRE,16

are modeled then complex models are created using the LZerD docking

GOAP,17 and ITScorePro.18 Then, the rank by each scoring function
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Per-target predictor performance summary for CAPRI Round 37
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Target

Oligo

Technique

Int.

LZerD hits

Kihara hits

Groups with hits

T110

3

3zpe

1

10/5**

10/7**

22/18**

T111

3

4d0u

1

10***

10***

27/23***/4**

T112

3

2vtw, 2ium

1

0

0

19

T113

111

Docking

1

0

1

6

T114

2

4q95

1

0

0

0

T115

1

Docking

-

Canceled

Canceled

Canceled

T116

2

3d36, 4q20, 4u7o, 4gcz, 4bix

1

0

0

0

T117

2 3 (1 1 1)

Docking

1

0

5

1

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

1**

1**

24/22**

2

1**

1**

24/13***/11**

3

1***

1***

24/18***/4**

T118

8

3r1m

T119

2

3ox4, 5br4

1

5

5

22/5**

T120

111

4dh2

1

10

10/1**

20/7**

“Oligo”: oligomeric state. A single number indicates a homomeric complex and a plus sign (1) indicates a heteromeric complex, for example, 1 1 1 is a
heterodimer and 23(1 1 1) is a heterotetramer. T115 was canceled because it was found to be a monomer. “Technique”: a PDB code is the template
used to model the complex structure with template-based modeling (TBM), “Docking” means single chains were modeled using TBM and the complex
was modeled using docking. “Int.”: unique interface in a multimeric complex. *** indicates high quality models and ** indicates medium quality models;
for example, 6/1***/4** means six acceptable or better models, of which one was high and four were medium quality. CAPRI model qualities defined
previously.30. Models with clashes or low sequence identity are excluded. “LZerD hits” and “Kihara hits”: number of models of each quality in the 10
submitted models. For T118, we only submitted 1 model instead of 10. “Groups with hits”: number of groups with at least one model of each quality.

was computed and the ranks of each decoy were summed. For exam-

group, a multi-chain template is used as input to MODELLER. For the

ple, a decoy that is rank 1 by all three scoring functions would have a

human group, CASP Stage 2 server models were available due to the

rank sum of 3. The 10 decoys with the lowest rank sum were chosen.

concurrent CAPRI and CASP rounds. In cases with a multi-chain tem-

This procedure was used to rank LZerD decoys in the prediction phase.

plate, the human predictor group used the CASP server models in two
ways. First, the CASP server model(s) and the multi-chain template

2.4 | Model refinement

were both used as input to MODELLER. Second, the CASP server

After the decoys to be submitted are selected, the structures were
relaxed using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to reduce the number of atom clashes. CHARMM19 was used for MD simulation with the
20

CHARMM22 force field and an implicit solvent model, FACTS.

For

the entire simulation, all Ca atoms were restrained with a harmonic constraint of 100 kcal/mol/Å2. The complex was minimized with 500 steps
of the steepest descent algorithm followed by 1000 steps of the
adopted basis Newton-Raphson algorithm. Finally, the structure was
equilibrated for 20 ps using a temperature of 100 K, 2 fs timestep, and
fixed covalent hydrogen bond lengths.

model(s) were superimposed onto the template and the superimposed
CASP server models were saved into a new file for submission. Table
S1 lists the CASP server models used for each target.
For cases where a multi-chain template was not found (T113, T115,
and T117), both groups used single-chain modeling followed by docking.
For T113B (CASP ID: T0885), a clear single-chain template was not
detected using HHPred, so the server group used a model created using
I-TASSER.21 In docking cases, the server group selected docking decoys
using the sum of ranks described above. The human group also used the
sum of ranks but considered other information as well. For T113 and
T115, the rank by PRESCO22,23 was also considered for human predic-

2.5 | Human prediction and server prediction

tions. In addition, the human group also considered literature information where available to guide docking and model selection.

Here, we describe the differences in the prediction procedures used by
the LZerD server predictor group and the Kihara human predictor
group. The overall procedure is outlined in Figure 1. The procedures

2.6 | Scorer procedure

unique to the human group are shown in filled boxes. In both groups,

The scorer procedure used in CAPRI 37 is outlined in Figure 2. For

the first step is to search for multi-chain templates. For the server

each target, the 600–1300 candidate docking poses submitted by the
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large conformational changes. In addition, Round 37 included targets
with more than two chains (T110, T111, T112, T117, and T118) which
may have more than one interface. T118 is a homo-octamer with D4
symmetry; thus, there are three unique interfaces (one from the C4
portion and two between the C4 halves). In contrast, T112 is a homotrimer with C3 symmetry and has only one unique interface. The
CAPRI evaluation classifies target quality as the best quality achieved
by all interfaces; thus, medium quality for interfaces 1 and 2 and high
quality for interface 3 counts as medium quality for the target.
According to the CAPRI assessors’ slides presented at the CASP12
evaluation meeting held at Gaeta, Italy, on December 12, 2017 (http://
predictioncenter.org/casp12/docs/presentations/CASP12_CAPRI_
Lensink.pdf), our human group had hits for six targets out of 10,
including one target with high quality models and three targets with
medium quality models. The best group also had six targets with hits
and medium quality for three targets but they achieved high quality
for two targets. The LZerD server predictions were nearly as good,
Outline of scorer procedure. The 600–1300 models
submitted by the predictors for the scorer round are scored using
three knowledge-based scoring functions: DFIRE, GOAP, and
ITScorePro. The rank sum (sum of the rank by each scoring function)
is computed for each model. The models are also clustered with a 4 Å
RMSD cutoff. Cluster representatives are chosen using the lowest
rank sum. The LZerD server scorer group submits the 10 cluster
representatives with the lowest rank sum. The Kihara human scorer
group submits the cluster representatives from the 10 largest
clusters

with five total hits, of which one was high and two were medium

predictor groups were scored using DFIRE,16 GOAP,17 and ITScorePro.18

TBM case, T112, was successfully modeled by other groups but not by

The rank by each scoring function was computed and the ranks for all

ours. Our submissions had fnat of 0.5, meeting the threshold for high

three scores were combined into a rank sum (if a docking pose is rank 1

quality, but L-RMSD 11 Å and I-RMSD 4.8 Å, exceeding the cutoffs of

by all three scoring functions, its rank sum is 3). All scorer docking poses

10 and 4 Å, respectively, for acceptable. Furthermore, we had complete

FIGURE 2

were also clustered with a 4 Å RMSD cutoff. The cluster member with
the lowest rank sum was chosen to be the cluster representative. For the
server group, the 10 cluster representatives with the lowest rank sum
were chosen; this is effectively equivalent to selecting the 10 models
with the lowest rank sum while skipping models that are very similar (for
example, in the same cluster). For the human group, the cluster represen-

quality. In the assessors’ slides (page 42), compared to the other
participants, our human predictor group (Kihara) tied for fourth out of
48 predictor groups and our server predictor group (LZerD) tied for
tenth. Compared to previous rounds, the performance of our groups
was noticeably better.
The most significant difference compared to Round 30 was the
use of TBM for complexes, which we used for eight targets. Five of the
six targets that we successfully modeled used multi-chain TBM. One

or partial success for both targets where we used docking (T113 and
T117). For T113, the human group had one acceptable hit and was one
of only six groups to get hits (Table 1). For T117, we had acceptable
hits for one of the four interfaces (Figure 4C); however, the other interfaces were incorrect. Most notably, our human group was the only
group in the experiment to have any hits for T117.

tatives from the 10 largest clusters were chosen. Prior to submission, we
rebuilt the side-chains for the selected models and performed the MD

3.2 | Modeling of T117

relaxation protocol described above.

T117 is a heterotetramer of inscuteable and partner of inscuteable
(Pins) from D. melanogaster, which are involved in asymmetric cell divi-

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

sion.24 Pins is a component of a force generating complex, which connects to microtubules and generates pulling forces, and inscuteable is

3.1 | Predictor results

an adaptor protein that recruits the force generating complex contain-

Table 1 shows a summary of the results from the predictor phase from

the tetratricopeptide-repeat (TPR) domain of Pins (referred to as SU1;

Round 37. CAPRI Round 37 contained targets T110-T120 which were

382 residues) and two copies of the asymmetric domain of inscuteable

selected from CASP12 (CASP IDs are listed in Table S1). Because tar-

(referred to as SU2; 341 residues). In the crystal structure (PDB ID:

get T115 was canceled, a total of 10 targets were evaluated. This table

5a7d), SU1 forms a homodimer, and SU2 binds to SU1 at the outside

includes two targets, T114 and T116, where no groups produced

of the complex (Figure 3). Predicting the structure of this complex

acceptable models. T114 did not have an appropriate multi-chain tem-

was difficult because the two domains are large and they have an inter-

plate and it was difficult to compute the alignment with the single-

twined assembly: the SU1 homodimer forms a tunnel structure and the

chain template. T116 had various multi-chain templates but there were

N-terminus of SU2 starts at one end of the tunnel, passes through the

ing Pins to sites of polarization.24 The target consists of two copies of
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Tetrameric structure of inscuteable and partner of inscuteable (Pins). A, SU1 (blue) and SU1’ (green) are Pins; SU2 (red) and

SU2’ (orange) are inscuteable. The N- and C-termini of SU2 are labeled. B, as in panel A; rotated 90 left about the y axis. C, as in panel A;

rotated 90 forward about the x axis. PDB ID: 5a7d

FIGURE 3

tunnel in an extended conformation (Figure 3B), and finally forms a

chose the CASP server model Baker-RosettaServer-TS5 because it had

folded domain on the outside of the other end of the tunnel.

rank 1 by GOAP and rank 4 by ITScorePro. Next, we docked SU2

Moreover, there was no appropriate template that covered the whole

homodimers using M-ZDOCK25 with C2 symmetry. The top SU2

complex. For the human prediction, we have successfully modeled a

homodimer from M-ZDOCK (ranked by ITScorePro18) was docked

subcomplex using extensive biological knowledge.

using LZerD against the two SU1 homodimers. For each SU1 homo-

For the server prediction, no heterotetrameric template was

dimer, the top five heterotetramers by ITScorePro were selected. None

detected using HHPred; thus, a default topology of AABB (dimer of

of the models submitted by the server group achieved acceptable

homodimers) was used. AABB was used as a default topology because

quality.

the CASP instructions were to submit two copies of SU1 in one file

For the human prediction, we used the information that SU1 is a

and two copies of SU2 in another file such that the concatenation

tetratricopeptide-repeat (TPR) protein.24 A literature search for TPR

would form a tetramer. For SU1, the top two templates detected by

proteins revealed a TPR dimer structure with an interlocking N-

HHPred were 4wndA and 4a1sA. 4wndA is the N-terminal tetratrico-

terminus (PDB ID: 2xpi26). Although this TPR dimer structure was not

peptide-repeat (TPR) domain of G-protein-signaling modulator 2 from

similar enough to use as a multi-chain template, it provided two critical

H. sapiens (67% identical). 4a1sA is the TPR domain of Pins from

structural insights: that the topology would be BAAB (symmetrical

D. melanogaster (99% identical). Under 4wndA, the HHPred results

dimer of heterodimers) rather than AABB (dimer of homodimers) and

also listed 3sf4, which contains three copies of the TPR domain of

that the TPR protein (SU1) would dimerize using its N-terminus. M-

G-protein-signaling modulator 2 that form two distinct interfaces.

ZDOCK25 was used for symmetrical docking of SU1. Rather than

Therefore, two different SU1 homodimers were modeled by superim-

selecting decoys using a scoring function, homodimers were manually

posing two copies of 4a1sA onto each of the two interfaces in 3sf4

selected using visual inspection. Three homodimer models were chosen

(first: chains A and B; second: chains A and C). While CASP server

that were consistent with an N-terminal interaction (residues 15–111;

models were not generally available in time for the CAPRI server

blue region of the cartoon) on the concave face (Figure 4A,B).

prediction deadline, they were available for this complex. For SU2, we

Separately, SU2 was docked to SU1 using LZerD and ranked with
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Selection of dimer models for T117A/T0903 (SU1). A, Each sphere shows the center of mass for the N-terminus (residues
15–111) of the ligand (the docked chain). The yellow, salmon, and pink spheres were selected due to proximity to the concave face of the
N-terminus (blue) of the receptor structure (shown as cartoon). B, As in panel A with the receptor structure removed for clarity. The
yellow sphere represents an acceptable model while the salmon and pink spheres were incorrect. C, Cartoon representation of the model
represented by the yellow sphere (acceptable: fnat 0.3, I-RMSD 2.2 Å, L-RMSD 11.1 Å). The receptor structure is colored from blue to red
for N- to C-terminus while the ligand is shown in yellow. D, The tetramer model overlaid on the native structure (PDB ID: 5a7d). Dark
colors: native; light colors: model. Blue and green: SU1; red and orange: SU2. The SU1 dimer model is the same as panel C. SU2 (light red
and light orange) was incorrectly docked to the sides of the SU1 dimer

FIGURE 4

ITScorePro. The top 10 SU1/SU2 heterodimers were superimposed
onto the three selected SU1 homodimers to create 30 candidate tet-

3.3 | Comparison of human and server predictor
performance

ramers. Finally, these 30 tetramers were re-ranked with ITScorePro

The difference in ranking between the LZerD server predictor group

and the top 10 were chosen for submission. One of the manually

and the Kihara human predictor group is due to two targets (T113 and

selected SU1 dimers achieved acceptable quality (Figure 4C), but the

T120); specifically, improvement from no hits to 1 acceptable hit for

location of SU2 was not correct (Figure 4D).

T113 and from 10 acceptable hits to 1 medium hit for T120. For T113,
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Human and server models for T113. Light colors: Server submission model 1. Dark colors: Human submission model 3. A,
Server submission model 1 and human submission model 3 aligned using the PyMOL command “super” on chain A (dark red and light red).
For the server submission, chain A was created using the template 2b5uA (11% sequence identity, model has RMSD 11.4 Å to native). For
the human submission, the CASP server model Zhang-Server_TS1 was used (template information not provided, model has RMSD 7.9 Å to
native). The chain A models share a similar 4-strand antiparallel b sheet but in the human model, the C-terminus forms a helix (labeled
CTH) behind the b sheet while in the server model, the C-terminus is in front of the b sheet. B, The server submission model 1 (incorrect:
fnat 0.02, I-RMSD 12 Å, L-RMSD 31 Å). C, The human submission model 3 (acceptable: fnat 0.1, I-RMSD 3.7 Å, L-RMSD 7.3 Å). CTH: the
C-terminal helix of chain A
FIGURE 5

the single-chain model of chain A (CASP ID T0884) used for the server

CASP12 meeting, the LZerD scorer group was first while our human

submission has a relatively high proportion of coil (Figure 5B, light red)

scorer group (Kihara) tied for tenth among participated scorer groups.

and RMSD of 11.4 Å to the native structure, likely due to a low (11%)

To understand the effectiveness of the rank sum of the three scor-

sequence identity template. The CASP server model of chain A used

ing functions used for the LZerD scorer group, in Table 3, we compared

for the human submission has a higher proportion of secondary struc-

the performance of the rank sum and individual scores. The rank sum

ture (Figure 5C, dark red) and has a better RMSD of 7.9 Å to the native

clearly performed better than using each score individually. Out of the

structure. Both models have a similar global fold, sharing a 4-strand

six targets that had any hits and a native structure available at the time

antiparallel b sheet, but the sheet is less well-defined in the server

of writing (T110, T111, T112, T113, T119, and T120), the rank sum

model (Figure 5B, light red). In addition, the C-terminus of the server

performed better than any individual score for all cases except T113,

model appears to partially obstruct the binding site (Figure 5A). Thus,

where GOAP found one acceptable model that was missed by the rank

errors in the single-chain model of T113A used for the server submis-

sum.

sion prevented successful docking.
For T120, our server submissions were just under the threshold
for medium (fnat 0.3, I-RMSD 3.4 Å, and L-RMSD 5.9 Å); using CASP

3.5 | Comparison of human and server scorer
performance

server models to create the human submissions yielded one model
with L-RMSD of 4.9 Å, despite increasing the I-RMSD slightly. There-

The LZerD scorer group had better performance than the human

fore, the difference in ranking between the LZerD server group and

scorer group. When reviewing the selections to determine the reason

the Kihara human group was primarily due to errors in single-chain

for the difference in performance, we discovered that for targets

models.

T112-T120, the human scorer selections were inadvertently selected
from the smallest clusters rather than the largest clusters. Therefore,

3.4 | Scorer results

we looked at what the results would have been using the largest clusters and found that in some cases, we would have had better results.

Table 2 shows a summary of the results from the scorer phase of

For T113, the largest cluster includes the acceptable model submitted

Round 37. In terms of the scorer results, the performance of our

by our human predictor group, but the fnat is very close to the cutoff of

groups was also better than in previous rounds. Our human scorer

0.1, so it is unclear whether it would have been assessed as acceptable.

group had hits for three targets, including one high quality hit and one

For T118, the largest clusters include five medium hits, somewhat

medium quality hit. The LZerD scorer group had hits for six targets,

improved over just one medium hit. For T112 and T119, the largest

with one high quality and three medium quality. Remarkably, the selec-

clusters for each target include three acceptable hits. For T120, none

tion performance of the LZerD scorer group was the best among all

of the largest clusters contained hits. Overall, if we had applied the

the participated groups. According to the assessor’s presentation at the

intended selection criteria of largest clusters for the human scorer
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Per-target scorer performance summary for CAPRI Round 37

Target

Oligo

Int.

S.LZerD hits

S.Kihara hits

S.Groups with hits

T110

3

1

10**

10

16/14**

T111

3

1

10/7***/3**

10/7***/3**

16/15***/1**

T112

3

1

2

0

14

T113

111

1

0

0

2

T114

2

1

0

0

0

T115

1

-

Canceled

Canceled

Canceled

T116

2

1

0

0

0

T117

23(1 1 1)

1

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

10**

1**

16/2***/14**

2

10**

6/5**

16/11***/5**

3

10/6***/4**

2/1**

16/13***/3**

T118

8

T119

2

1

7

0

14

T120

111

1

4/2**

0

5/2**

“Oligo”: oligomeric state. A single number indicates a homomeric complex and a plus sign (1) indicates a heteromeric complex, for example, 1 1 1 is a
heterodimer and 23(1 1 1) is a heterotetramer. T115 was canceled because it was found to be a monomer. “Int.”: unique interface in a multimeric
complex. *** indicates high quality models and ** indicates medium quality models; for example, 6/1***/4** means six acceptable or better models, of
which one was high and four were medium quality. CAPRI model qualities defined previously.30 Models with clashes or low sequence identity are
excluded. “S.LZerD hits” and “S.Kihara hits”: number of models of each quality in the 10 submitted scorer models. “S.Groups with hits”: number of
groups with at least one scorer model of each quality.

group, we expect that we would have achieved five total hits with two

To further explore why the cluster size-based selection was less

medium-quality and one high-quality. Nevertheless, this is still less suc-

successful than using scoring functions, we examined the score distri-

cessful than the server scorer group (six total hits, four medium-quality,

butions of the CAPRI scorer models and found that they are different

and one high-quality).

from those for docking decoys generated by a single method such as
LZerD. The score distributions for LZerD decoys have a single peak

T AB LE 3

Performance of single and combined scoring functions

(that is, are unimodal; see Figures 2 and 3 in our previous work6). In

Target

S.LZerD hits

DFIRE

GOAP

ITScorePro

contrast, since the CAPRI scorer pools consist of models produced by

T110

10**

2/1**

1/1**

2/1**

different groups, the score distributions may have multiple peaks. For

T111

10/7***/3**

1***

0

1***

T112

2

0

0

0

(Figure 6) and several of the largest clusters fall in the peak with higher

T113

0

0

1

0

(that is, worse) scores. This indicates that cluster size can be artificially

T114

0

?

?

?

inflated if there are many similar incorrect models; thus, the cluster size

T115

Canceled

Canceled

Canceled

Canceled

T116

0

0

0

0

T117

0

0

0

0

3.6 | Comparison of predictor and scorer performance

T118

10**

?

?

?

We also compared our performance for the prediction and the scoring

T119

7

4

2

1

categories. Most of the targets where our human predictor group was

T120

4/2**

2/1**

4/1**

0

S.LZerD hits were chosen using the sum of the ranks of DFIRE, GOAP,
and ITScorePro. “?” indicates that the performance is unknown at the
time of writing because the correct structure was not available. S.LZerD
results for these targets were provided from the assessors.

example, Figure 6 shows the distributions of three scores for the scorer
decoys from target T120. The score distributions for T120 are bimodal

is not an ideal metric for the CAPRI scorer round.

successful were also successfully selected by the LZerD scorer group.
However, for T113, while the human predictor group submitted one
acceptable model, the LZerD scorer group did not have any hits. Surprisingly, we found that the acceptable model from the human predictor group was in fact selected by the LZerD scorer group, but it did not
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Distributions of scoring functions for the scorer models of T120 (contributed by multiple predictor groups). Red: the scores of
the cluster centers of the 10 largest clusters

FIGURE 6

meet the acceptable criteria due to having fnat 0.08, slightly lower than

detection and ab initio folding while large conformational change can

the cutoff for an acceptable model, 0.1. The differences between the

be addressed by using some combination of flexible docking and flexi-

models were introduced due to stochastic components of the side-

ble refinement. We look forward to participating in future rounds of

chain rebuilding and relaxation procedure. Evidently, these differences

CAPRI to see how the community responds to these challenges.

led to a decrease in fnat for the model submitted by the LZerD scorer
group.

4 | CONCLUSION
For the recent Round 37 of CAPRI, we modified our prediction pipeline
based on our analysis of Round 30.6 The most substantial change was
the use of template-based complex modeling. However, for cases
without a clear multi-chain template,27 docking is still required. The
improvement in our human predictor group rank to tied for 3rd in
CAPRI Round 37 from 18th across CAPRI Rounds 28–35 was due to a
combination of using TBM when a multi-chain template was available
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and using docking when it was not. In future rounds, we may be able
to further improve our performance by using additional template
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ble directions for improving template search include the use of an alternative sensitive search method28 or a structure-based search against
local docking interface templates,29 which were shown to perform well
in this CAPRI/CASP round. Another lesson we learned was the inappropriateness of using clustering for scoring decoy sets, since decoys
are collected from different research groups and thus the distribution
is biased. To further improve decoy selection, we could develop a
more sophisticated method that combines multiple features including
statistical scoring functions as we used this time as well as other
structure and energetic features of decoys.
Overall, computational protein complex modeling has made extraordinary progress across many rounds of CAPRI. Our lab’s protocol
combines the strengths of TBM when complex template information is
available and protein-protein docking when it is not. Clearly, the
remaining challenges are complexes with neither multi-chain nor
single-chain template structures and complexes with substantial conformational change upon binding. Complexes without clear single-chain
templates may be modeled with continued improvements in template
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